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Oda Nobunaga (1534-1582)
Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1537-1598)
Tokugawa Ieyasu (1543-1616)
Spanish & Portuguese Empires

Spanish and Portuguese Empires (1581-1640)

Territory Claimed
- Blue: Portugal
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Main Trade Route
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Ming Dynasty China (1368-1644)
Japanese Merchants Abroad
Ōnin War (1467-1477)

- Desire for Chinese goods among rival daimyo
- Chinese demand for Japanese silver
Ningbo Incident (1523)
Ōuchi vs. Hosokawa merchants in Ningbo
Wokou 倭寇 ("Japanese Pirates")
Wokou
“Vermillion Seal Ships”
Dejima, Nagasaki (1641~)
Mission to Rome
1587: Hideyoshi's expulsion order
1597: crucifixion of “26 Martyrs”
Shimabara Rebellion (1637-38)
-Portuguese expelled 1639

"LOVVADO SEIA O SACTISSIMO SACRAMENTO"
"Praised be the Blessed Sacrament"
“The Tragedy of Quabacondono”
(October 1595~1600)
“Southern Barbarian” Culture Today

Tenpura (temperar?)

Kasutera (Castilla?)

Pan (pão; pan)